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Macmillan Cancer Support Charity Partner - Home Improvement Grants National

Darlington and District Hospice Movement St Teresa’s Hospice exists to help people in Darlington, South Durham and North Yorkshire who are suffering from life-limiting illness. 
 
The project is replace handrails in the woodland grounds of the hospice.  Due to wear and tear the wooden handrail from the woodlands building to the garden needs 
to be replaced.  Funding is required for a 5 metre long metal handrail that will be fixed to the wall. 

North

The Herefordshire MS Therapy Centre Hereford Therapy Centre is an independent self-funding charity, which exists to meet the varying individual, personal and therapeutic needs of people with MS and 
other debilitating conditions including cancer and Long Covid patients.  Facilities include a large four-seat oxygen therapy chamber and a dedicated therapy room 
offering clients a range of therapies. 
 
The project is to lay a base foundation for a new wooded or metal shed for storage of some of their equipment.  Works would also include laying patio slabs and 
installing a pathway.

West

Ava Marie Foundation The Ava Marie Foundation is a newly formed UK charity working tirelessly providing memory boxes & support to those affected by miscarriage, stillbirth and the 
death of a child. 
 
This project is to allow the creation of 2 rooms so they can take care of deceased children aged 0-16 and a room where a family can stay to allow memories to be 
made in a safe relaxed atmosphere. The rooms will help to alleviate the decline of the families mental health by helping them to make as many memories in the final 
days as possible.    Work includes new partitions, plasterboard, insulation to the cavity, installing door frames & accessories, skirting and architrave and to supply and 
a fit window.

North

Headway Portsmouth & SE Hants Headway Portsmouth is a charity supporting adults who have acquired brain injury and their families/carers.  They support the brain injured person in coming to 
terms with brain injury and reintegrating into their community through a wide range of programmes designed to enable independence, increase wellbeing, build new 
skills, re-learn old skills lost through the brain injury and improving personal choice.  
 
The project is to repaint and resurface the flooring of the main room where they hold their activities. It is an old track room but the paint is peeling away from the 
ceiling and walls and the carpet needs replacing as it is now uneven and a health and safety risk to their service users. 

West

Venus Venus offer support services to families to enable them to make the changes in their lives. They offer crisis intervention, along with longer term intensive specialist 
support and continued lower level support, if necessary, to ensure these changes are maintained.   The Star Centre offers a wide range of support, wellbeing and 
therapeutic services for children, young people and families who have mental health difficulties.  
 
The project is to decorate the Star Centre and replace the carpet in one of the therapy rooms.

North

Samaritans of Scarborough The Samaritans provides emotional support to anyone in crisis through their 24/7 crisis helpline as well as outreach in local communities. Their vision is that fewer 
people die by suicide. Samaritans of Scarborough is a branch that is completely run and led by volunteers. 
 
The project is to replace the boiler which has been condemned.  The new boiler will make their branch more sustainable, reduce running costs and improve their hub 
for the volunteers and service users. 

East
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Romsey Cancer Support Centre - Jane Scarth House Romsey Cancer Support is an independent cancer support centre that provides emotional support, help and information to cancer patients and their families from 
all over Hampshire.  Their services are provided free of charge and include befriending and telephone support, counselling, relaxing complementary therapies, 
meditation, art for wellbeing, bereavement support and regular clinics for welfare and legal advice. 
 
The project is to replace two large windows at the centre to double glazed units which will improve warmth and comfort for their clients, volunteers and staff.  Many of 
their clients are receiving long term cancer treatments which means that they are very sensitive to cold temperatures.

West

Dorothy House Dorothy House is the only adult hospice caring for patients in Bath and North East Somerset, Mendip, and parts of Wiltshire.  
 
The project is to help their patients suffering from Dementia.  Patients with dementia often struggle to make out shapes, especially if an item’s colour is similar to its 
background, introducing colour to key equipment can help reduce confusion and anxiety and improve independence.  The project is to replace the specialist rails in 
their toilets and bathrooms so they stand out and make them easier to see.

West

Brighton & Hove LGBT Switchboard Switchboard is a charity that has been listening to, supporting and connecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and queer (LGBTQ) communities since 1975. Their services 
include one to one support and groups in a range of areas from bereavement to dementia and from domestic abuse to disability.  
 
The project is to soundproof a room that is used by clients experiencing domestic abuse, suicidal thoughts, or other deeply private matters. 

South

ICARE DAY CENTRE TRUST LTD Icare Day Centre help people who have suffered a stroke and provide respite for their carers by offering a day care facility that people suffering from a stroke can 
attend, and meet and have fun with others in a similar position. 
 
The project is to install a fire alarm system, ramp for wheelchairs and a new fire door.

South

Coventry Rape and Sexual Abuse Centre Coventry Rape and Sexual Abuse Centre is a specialist sexual violence service that has been providing trauma informed support services in Coventry for almost 40 
years.  
 
The project is to fix their disabled toilet in the lower ground floor of the premises used by the charity.  The current Sani Flow toilet floods regularly and requires a toilet 
installed that will connect to the main plumbing system. 

North  

The Nightingale Cancer Support Centre The Nightingale Cancer Support Centre provides relief to adult patients who have been diagnosed as terminally ill with a defined condition or newly diagnosed as 
having cancer, by the provision of care services to patients and to carers and relatives. 
 
The project is to repair water damage to their building.   Funding will be used to repair damage to the exterior of The Nightingale Cancer Support Centre’s building 
(roof, window frames and guttering) and redecoration of internal areas affected by the water damage. 

South
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Ignite Life Ignite Life helps young people and their families overcome adversity.  They focus on reliving the needs of disadvantaged and/or marginalised young people through 
support with wellbeing and mental health, family support, addressing & supporting with food poverty and educational support.  
 
The project is to improve their building to ensure this is accessible to all regardless of ability by upgrading the front door to their centre to comply with the latest DDA 
Disabled Access Door System regulations.  

West

Down Syndrome Cheshire Down Syndrome Cheshire uses early intervention and support to form the building blocks of achievement so that children and adults living with Down’s syndrome in 
Cheshire can reach their full potential and live the life they choose.  
 
The project is to adapt the space at a new larger premises that the charity has moved into.  Removing 2 walls and 2 doorways and redecoration.

North  

This is GrowTH Ltd GrowTH is a homeless charity based in Tower Hamlets, who run a Night Shelter as well as a housing project.  
 
The project is to renovate the supported flats used by homeless men and women and bring the flats up to a good standard by replacing the carpets in the 2 flats with 
laminate flooring. 

South

The Chaseley Trust The Chaseley Trust is an independent charity owned, 55-bed nursing home.  They specialise in long-term nursing and respite care for people with complex 
disabilities, such as Acquired and Traumatic Brain Injury, stroke, spinal cord injury and degenerative neurological conditions such as Huntington’s, Multiple Sclerosis, 
Motor Neurone and Parkinson’s disease. 
 
The project is to convert  their ground floor pantry into a therapy kitchen where residents can build up their independence, helping to prepare them for their return 
home.  The kitchen will be adapted for use specifically by wheelchair users with limited mobility.

South

Volunteer Centre Medway Medway Volunteer Centre actively helps volunteers find suitable volunteering opportunities in their community. They also help charities and organisations who are 
looking for volunteers. 
 
The project is in relation to a recently acquired Community Allotment in Gillingham Kent, which will enable the charity to give volunteering opportunities for people 
keen on gardening and to benefit people in the community who are living with health conditions such as Bipolar or Dementia or who may be in recovery from a Stroke 
or accident and are looking for ways to rebuild their lives.  Funding is needed for a chemical toilet  and new tool shed which is lockable for their valuable items. 

South

Via Wings Via Wings supports families and individuals ‘from a crisis to full potential’ whilst empowering them to tackle the underlying root causes of poverty and its effects 
– isolation, loneliness, brokenness and so much more. The families and individuals they support suffer from poverty which has been exacerbated by the problems 
they face such as mental health problems, addiction, domestic violence, loneliness, isolation, harm or abuse, trauma, profound and complex needs, ill health or 
bereavement.  
 
The project is to carry out minor repair work and improvements to their community buildings. Works include: roof & ceiling insulation, 2 x replacement PVC double 
glazed windows & 2 x replacement PVC doors. 
 

Northern Ireland
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GROW GROW offers medium to long term support to homeless vulnerable men with long standing complex needs.  Their mission is to help people take control of their own 
lives, by offering the highest standards of support for housing, health, learning and work or any combination of these needs .  
 
The project is to help with the up keep of four of their accommodation based properties used by homeless people.  The funding will allow GROW the opportunity to be 
proactive in maintaining a safe environment for their residents and will used to improve the fabric of their properties. 

South

Age UK Lambeth Age UK Lambeth is a local charity in South London, who help older people live the later years of their life to the fullest. They run a variety of services designed to help 
older people improve their physical and mental well-being, maintain their independence in an area that experiences a lot of inequality and to tackle loneliness. 
 
The project is to redecorate and configure their community space.   The funding will be spent on removing a wall and electrics to create a more accessible reception 
area, new kitchen units, new flooring and decorating throughout. 
 
 

South

Autism Plus Autism Plus provides dedicated first line support, working to address individual needs for adults aged 18+ diagnosed with Autistic Spectrum Conditions (ASC), 
complex disabilities and neuro diverse conditions. 
 
The project is to make improvements within their Thorne House residential living home.  The bathrooms in two of the apartments need adapting and renovating to 
make them safer, more accessible and enable the individuals living there to access them independently.   The funding will be spent on: replacing the toilets, wash 
basins, installing reinforced grab rails & ant- slip flooring, painting & decorating and replacing carpets in high traffic areas.

North

Making Space Making Space is a national charity that provides health and social care in the heart of local communities. They provide care and support that is flexible to the needs 
of the people that they work with.  They work with people who have mental health conditions, dementia, learning disabilities and their carers.  
 
The Project is for a large summerhouse to be installed at one of their supported accommodations based in Manchester which is used by 10 people with mental health 
concerns.

North

South East Fermanagh Foundation South East Fermanagh Foundation is an organisation that provides a holistic set of services in support of victims and survivors of the Northern Ireland Troubles.  They 
provide services in health and wellbeing, advocacy and welfare across the United Kingdom.  
 
The project will help with improvements to the homes of 12 families/individuals across England that the charity supports.  Painting of homes, refurbishing work 
spaces, installing shower rails and adaptive work to gardens.

Northern Ireland

Wallace and Gromit’s Children’s Foundation (The 
Grand Appeal)

The Grand Appeal is an independent charity raising funds to support sick children and their families at Bristol Children’s Hospital.    
 
The project is to transform an outdated store/activity room into a fully functioning play room for children on the Caterpillar Ward at Bristol Children’s Hospital.   This 
project will reconfigure the space, installing a new kitchenette, constructing storage, and delivering a child-friendly makeover. The new lounge will radically improve 
the experience of young patients, providing a non-medical space for them to relax and play with other children or visiting siblings.   Funding will be spent on the new 
kitchenette.

West
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Wales Council for Deaf People Wales Council for Deaf People is a national organisation supporting people with all types of hearing loss. 
 
The project is to replace the carpet throughout the ground floor of the offices they operate from.   The carport is threadbare in places and could cause a hazard to 
their visitors as many of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing people who visit are either elderly, young children or have sight problems along with hearing loss. 

West

Scotland’s Charity Air Ambulance Scotland’s Charity Air Ambulance’s mission is to save lives through the urgency and quality of their response to time-critical emergencies.  
 
The project is to refurbish the kitchen at their Perth base with new kitchen cabinets, worktops and flooring.  In addition they will move the medical store to a larger 
area, and use that space as a dining area for the crew. Moving the medical store to a bigger area will also improve operational efficiency.  

North

Lighthouse Futures Trust Lighthouse Futures Trust is a registered charity based in Leeds.  They work with young adults, aged 16-25, who have autism, learning difficulties or social, emotional 
or mental health support needs.  They  focus on helping them develop new skills and build their self-confidence so that they can move into paid employment. 
 
The project is in regards to the construction course they are looking to offer.  An existing room will be refurbished into a lab with work benches, suitable flooring, 
access to water, appropriate shelving and lighting.    When operational, this will be used by up to 80 young people each week and will make a significant difference in 
helping them develop a wider range of skills.

North

Outreach Outreach’s mission is: “to provide excellent care and support, which is person centred, for people who have a learning disability and/or a mental health need”. 
Primarily serve disabled families in Whitefield, Prestwich, Bury and Salford and have developed a range of services including intensive support for people with 
challenging behaviours, dual diagnosis, autism, additional physical and sensory needs, and a supported living service for those who are more independent.  
 
The project is to install a fold away, rolling partition across the main space at their learning disability community centre in Radcliffe, Greater Manchester.  The 
partition will increase the flexibility of the Hub and create two discrete areas for smaller groups, with a layer of soundproofing and privacy, so that concurrent 
activities can take place (e.g. counselling in one part & their active ‘Five ways to wellbeing’ group in the other).

North

Autonomie Autonomie works with young people who have physical disabilities or mild to moderate learning disabilities and their families.  They offer practical and emotional 
support to families with an holistic approach. 
 
The project is to remodel the main kitchen to include lower work surfaces to enable their young people to develop food preparation and cooking skills. 

Northern Ireland

NOAH Enterprise NOAH Enterprise works in Luton and Bedfordshire and supports individuals who are temporary or entrenched rough sleepers, are homeless, socially excluded, and who 
are falling into poverty.  
 
The project is for electrical repairs and lighting improvements at their Welfare Centre. As part of the rewiring work, they will also change the lighting from fluorescent 
strip lighting to LED lighting.

South
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The Ryan MS Therapy Centre Ryan MS Therapy Centre offer weekly physiotherapy-based exercise sessions for people with Multiple Sclerosis across Surrey to help them counteract the damage 
caused by MS.   
 
The project is to replace their manually operated internal wooden doors with new automatic, energy efficient doors that separate the entrance foyer from the 
reception area. This would benefit 143 members, 50% of whom are wheelchair users and others with walking aids.

South

Disability North Disability North is a user led regional charity promoting independence, inclusion and choice for disabled people throughout the North of England. They do this by the 
provision of advice and support on benefits, independent living and personalised health and social care.  
 
The project is to repair the heating and water system at the Dene Centre

North

Whitby Hidden Impairment Support and Help+ Whitby Hidden Impairments Support and Help, support families whose children have hidden impairments in Whitby. Hidden impairments refers to any condition 
which impacts daily living but is not visually apparent, such as autism, anxiety, epilepsy, and more.  They  run drop-in sessions where families can speak about the 
difficulties of hidden impairments and for children with communication difficulties, support sessions are run in their sensory room.  
 
The project is to adapt the toilet facilities in their recently acquired new premises to ensure these are suitable and meet accessibility needs. Works include the 
removal of current toilets, and the fitting of suitable flooring, wall panels and accessibility aids, call cords, widening of toilet doors to allow for access, (plumbing and 
electrical work) and the fitting off a new toilet and sink.

North

Cosgrove Care Cosgrove Care helps children and adults with learning disabilities, autism and additional needs and their families. They exist to provide support to people with 
learning disabilities and additional needs to further education, skills development and to assist people to live safely and independently in the community.  
 
The project is to create an immersive sensory space at their delivery hub. The funding will be spent on painting and decorating the space, autism specific lighting and 
installing a fibreoptic carpet.

North

Suffolk MS Therapy Centre t/a Suffolk Oxygen 
Therapy Centre  Suffolk Oxygen Therapy Centre

The Suffolk Oxygen Therapy Centre provides Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT) for people living with MS and other chronic conditions, including dementia, cancer, 
Long Covid, broken bones, Parkinson’s and PTSD.   They have three chambers which operate 4 days a week and can deliver up to 30 therapy sessions per day.   
 
The project is to renovate the buildings and chambers.  All three chambers need new floors and painting.  Works also include new valves in one of the chambers and 
the outside of the building needs to be repaired and repainted. 

East

Talbot House Support Centre Talbot House is a charity that provides support services for parents and unpaid carers of people with severe learning disabilities who live in the Manchester area. Their 
goal is to provide essential support and be an advocate for carers in getting the correct benefits, finding care services, help with form filling/letter writing, training for 
carers, along with the mental health and wellbeing support that many carers of learning disabled people desperately need.  
 
The project is to convert an unused kitchen area into a support office.   Works include repairing a leak through the extractor fan unit in the ceiling, moving the kitchen 
facilities, electrical works, repositioning a doorway and fitting a new carpet.

North
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Contact Contact Hostel is a charity based in Manchester that provides accommodation and support for vulnerable and homeless teenage girls aged 16 to 19 . Many of the 
girls they support have come from challenging circumstances including relationship breakdowns, domestic violence, oppressive family regimes, forced marriage, 
threatened abduction, physical and emotional abuse.  
 
The project is at the Contact Hostel which provides accommodation for up to 8 girls at one time.  The large communal space is in need or repair and refurbishment. 
Works include re-plastering, decoration, new flooring and to improve the rooms access to electricity. 

North

Perth Autism Support SCIO Perth Autism Support SCIO supports autistic children and young people aged 18 and under, and their families, with support, advice, information and social 
opportunities.   They are the only autism specific support for children and young people in Perth and Kinross and have 1,000+ individual young people registered for 
services. 
 
The project is to fund replacement cabinet doors in their kitchen and update and build a Youth Hub with designated zones for relaxing, socialising and learning 
(including decorating of this space).   

North

Home-Start South Leicestershire Home-Start Leicester work with disadvantaged families in the Harborough District, helping to prevent family breakdown caused by the multiple impact of factors such 
as mental illness, physical ill health and disabilities, domestic abuse, financial difficulties, poor housing, and unhealthy lifestyles which are all further compounded by 
the parental responsibilities, tasks and skills involved with bringing up children.  
 
The project is to improve their outdoor garden space. The funds will be spent on levelling and re-surfacing the patio area with safe child friendly play flooring, and 
building a covered area that provides shelter from the weather.

East

Parasol Project CIO The Parasol Project was set up over 25 years ago by parents of disabled children and young people to fill a gap in provision with the aim of offering opportunities for 
inclusive play and social activities.  
 
The Project is to replace a path which is not fit for purpose and is currently not wheelchair friendly. Funds will be spent on the groundworks and towards the 
installation of the path. 

West

Headway Plymouth Headway Plymouth’s primary objective is to provide support to survivors of traumatic brain injury, help them to come to terms with the changes in their lives and to 
learn to live as independently as possible.  
 
The project is to renovate Headway House.  Funding will be spent on works for the electrical installation repairs, new extractor fan, refurbished disabled toilet, 
updating the fire detection system, and repairs to damaged walls and ceilings.

West

Sheffield Women’s Aid Sheffield Women’s Aid support domestic abuse victims and their families.  The aim of the charity is to support service users to make choices about their future, 
including helping them to recognise controlling behaviour and understanding the effect this has had on them, their children, friends and family and to prevent repeat 
victimisation.  
 
The project is to replace the 2 water heaters that have now reached the end of their life at their refuge site. Funding will contribute towards the costs of the new 
commercial water heaters,  flue work required and the erection of scaffolding.  

North
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Sussex MS Centre The Sussex MS Therapy Centre aims to improve the mental and physical health, well-being and life chances for people living with Multiple Sclerosis. Multiple 
Sclerosis is a chronic, progressive disease of the Central Nervous System that causes a wide range of disabilities depending on duration, disease pattern and level of 
aggression.   
 
The project is to upgrade the fire alarm system to provide call points adjacent to each exit from the building, smoke detection in all areas as well as replacing some 
fire doors, surrounds, door seals and other minor repairs to adhere to the latest fire regulations.

South

ESCAPE Family Support ESCAPE’s Family Team provides specialist provision for carers, kinship carers and families of substance users throughout Northumberland and supports family 
members bereaved by substance misuse. 
 
The project is to refurbish and redecorate the centre following water damage to the building. 

North  

Ealing Anchor Foundation Ealing Anchor Foundation, formerly known as P.E.S.T.S. helps parents & carers of children with a disability, complex/additional needs aged 0-5yrs, living in Ealing to 
come together at a critical time when worries/concerns about their child’s development is emerging.  They offer: • Play/Support sessions,  • Specialist multi-sensory 
activities/play equipment, • Information Training workshops & advice • Toy Library.  
 
The project is to build a log cabin shed to hold the charity’s toy library essential equipment, music therapy items and soft play equipment.

South

West Mercia Women’s Aid West Mercia Women’s Aid work with survivors of domestic abuse. They support according to their individual needs, personal history and experience. It is their mission 
to ensure their clients have the support and tools they need to thrive in a new environment after experiencing domestic abuse. 
 
The project is to repaint their refuges, each flat, shared kitchen, office and playroom need repainting. 

West

Micro Rainbow CIC Founded in 2012 Micro Rainbow is a not for profit organisation in the UK supporting the integration of lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, queer and intersex (LGBTQI) 
people who flee persecution and reach the UK in search of safety.  
 
The project is about changing the internal layout of one of their safe houses in Essex by moving walls and replacing the boiler. 

South

DOVER OUTREACH CENTRE The Dover Outreach Centre is a charity which helps rough sleepers, the homeless and those threatened with homelessness. They do not want to support anyone to 
remain rough sleeping or homeless and aim is to support them out of homelessness.   
 
The project is for their Move on Housing project at Oban House. The house requires refurbishment works including repairs to the roof, flooring, installing new security 
of an entry phone system with cameras, electrical refit, wall and ceiling repairs, including plastering, and general decoration throughout.

South

Ezra Umarpeh Limited Ezra Umarpeh’s provide patient support services for those challenged by illness and disability whether in hospital or at home, with a particular emphasis on easing 
and reducing the hospital experience. The charity provides culturally appropriate services aimed at, but not limited to, the local community.   The charity has Hospital 
Respite Rooms which are conveniently located within 8 hospitals. 
 
The project is to refurbish one of their hospital rooms at Homerton Hospital.  Funds will be spent on a general overhaul, which include refurbishing the floors, kitchen, 
and electricity. 

South
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Northampton Hope Centre Northampton Hope Centre work to relieve poverty across Northampton. Whether poverty has resulted in homelessness or an inability to pay rent or provide food, the 
charity provided crisis provision and ongoing support to give individuals the best life chances. 
 
The project is to adapt their open plan space, separating off the kitchen and creating a walkway which will allow services to be carried out undisturbed.    This will give 
the charity more useable space in which to carry out private meetings.

North

WATERMILL SCHOOL Watermill is non-residential special school in Stoke-on-Trent with 231 pupils aged between 3-16 years old, all of whom have learning difficulties and some children 
with physical disabilities and life-limiting illnesses. 
 
The project is towards a Sensory Garden and Reading Area.  Works include installing a wooden gazebo and textured pathway.

North

Crossroads Care NI Crossroad NI support young carers who take on substantial care and responsibilities. They also run a children’s activity centre which provides respite for parents of 
disabled children who suffer from life changing and sometimes terminal illness.  
 
The project is to repair the building where training, operations, and the children activity centre is based.  Work includes repairs to the roof, removing damp and 
replacing the outside play sponge flooring.

Northern Ireland

Maggie’s in Southampton Maggie’s in Southampton open its doors in 2021 and supported over 6,200 visitors to date.  They provide free cancer support and information for anyone with cancer 
and their family and friends. 
 
The project is to replace the front door which is currently difficult to open.  The entrance is such a crucial part of the centre, and Maggie’s noted that “visitors struggle 
to open the door (if they are able to open at all) and this can often lead to levels of anxiety as well as people walking away and not receiving the support that they 
need”.

West

Hope House Children’s Hospices Hope House provides care and support for seriously and terminally ill children and their families from Shropshire, Cheshire, North and Mid Wales.  They aim to ensure 
that these children enjoy the best possible quality of life with access to specialist care where and when they need it.  
 
The project is to convert an underused room into a soft play area. Works include soundproofing and widening the doors so that beds can be wheeled into the garden 
outside.

North

Brain injury Matters (NI) Brain Injury Matters (NI) is an independent regional Charity that support, promote and empower those living with acquired brain injury (ABI).  This can be a life 
altering condition that can have significant physical, psychological, and emotional consequences.  
 
The project is renovate and reimagine the premises where their wellbeing service is held to enable the charity to improve their services.

Northern Ireland

Community Campus 87 (Cleveland) Ltd Community Campus 87 are a long established organisation that help the homeless across the Tees Valley.  They provide housing alongside advice and support 
to enable the most vulnerable in the  society the opportunity to sustain tenancies and link to person centred development opportunities to encourage their 
development.   
 
The project is to bring the houses used by their service users up to a suitable standard with painting, plastering and joinery works. 

North
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Crohn’s and Colitis Relief Crohn’s and Colitis Relief is a free service to improve the quality of life of people across the country affected by Inflammatory Bowel Disease as well as similar related 
illnesses. Their work is dedicated to funding and delivering activities to support and relieve people suffering from IBD/IBS, and to improve their lives. 
 
The project is to fund toilets and installations for 10 of their service users who are from low income families who only have one toilet available in their household.  A 
common symptom of IBD/S is loose stool, meaning patients often have little time to reach the nearest bathroom.

South

Jennyruth Workshops Ltd Jennyruth Workshops is a social enterprise offering opportunities for adults with learning disabilities and other neurodivergence, many of whom also have physical 
disabilities. They offer a vibrant workplace environment where workers are encouraged to develop existing skills and, with tailored support, unearth hidden talents.   
 
The project is to decorate, install fire doors and a window in a new extension to the building which will enable the charity to support more people.  

East

Swindon Therapy Centre for Multiple Sclerosis Swindon Therapy Centre for MS offers a lifeline to those with neurological conditions, who can be physically, socially and economically challenged, as well as 
experiencing impacts on mental health and self-confidence as conditions progress. Their mission is to help those with neuro conditions to lead happy, healthy and 
independent lives and be a recognised first point of call upon diagnosis.  
 
The project is to carry out electrical corrective works and plumbing upgrades at the centre. 

West


